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INTRODUCTION:
EMPIRE AND IDEOLOGY: AESTHETICS
AND DESIGN IN EARLY MODERN THEATER
OF SPAIN AND THE NEW WORLD
Ya tan alto principio, en tal jornada,
os muestra el fin de vuestro santo celo
y anuncia al mundo, para más consuelo,
un monarca, un imperio y una espada.
Hernando de Acuña,
Soneto al Rey nuestro Señor
AN often-quoted poem from Spain’s Golden Age, Hernando deAcuña’s Soneto al Rey nuestro Señor is emblematic of Spain’s
enterprising and imperial spirit during the early modern period.1
The sonnet depicts Charles I as holy shepherd of his Spanish con-
gregation, anointed by God to extend the Christian faith beyond
the boundaries of Iberia by divine will, diplomacy, or force.2 Acuña
envisions Charles I as master of the world, engineer of a seaborne
and land based power, and a heroic representative of Spain’s uni-
13
1 The epigraph is taken from José Manuel Blecua’s Poesía de la Edad de Oro
(140-41), the remaining verses of the poem follow:
Ya el orbe de la tierra siente en parte,
y espera en todo vuestra monarquía,
conquistada por vos en justa guerra.
Que a quien ha dado Cristo su estandarte,
dará el segundo más dichoso día
en que, vencido el mar, venza la tierra.
2 Some argue that the sonnet was written in honor of Philip II, not Charles I.
See Christopher Maurer’s “Un monarca, un imperio, una espada: Juan Latino y el
soneto de Hernando de Acuña sobre Lepanto.”
versal greatness: “Que a quien ha dado Cristo su estandarte, / dará
el segundo más dichoso día / en que, vencido el mar, venza la tie-
rra.” A soldier in the service of Charles I in Italy, Germany and the
Netherlands, Acuña also fought in the famed Battle of San Quintín
(1557) under Philip II and believed the king and the monarchy was
the pivot upon which Spain’s empire was to be assembled. The poet
was a true believer in the empire; nothing was beyond the reach of
Spain, and he was right to trace the emergence of Spain’s world-
wide empire to the sixteenth century and the beginning of Charles
I’s rule.3
The early sixteenth century in Europe was a time marked by a
bold philosophy of discovery that spurred exploration of new fron-
tiers, created worldwide commerce, fomented transportation, nur-
tured a cross cultural system of arts and humanities, and continued
to promote religion as the center of intellectual and political life.
This epoch often has been viewed as a privileged domain for impe-
rial ideological interpretation due to its place in marking the transi-
tion from feudal society to modernity that characterized many 
European dynasties. At the heart of this transformation was a com-
bination of sociohistorical events including Gutenberg’s printing
press, various wide scale political and/or religious conflicts, and 
a growing bourgeois class, contributing to the massive expansion
throughout Europe and eventually across the globe. In Spain,
modernity was evident in the rise of the socioeconomic practices
that led to the emergence of a capitalist culture within the peninsula
and its world territories. The rise of this small, but rapidly expand-
ing, class society required the Spanish Monarchy to deal with
changes at the local level. These threats, coupled with vast territo-
ries to be explored and controlled in Europe and the New World,
threatened Spain’s stability as recently incorporated citizens initiat-
ed their own feudal hierarchies in their attempts at manifest desti-
ny and the pursuit of riches. Such was the case with the often rebel-
lious Dutch, Catalans and, later, Spain’s New World populace. To
impose its will upon subjects within Spain and without, the Spanish
empire instituted various tools of control in order to perpetuate it-
self and consolidate its authority. Some of these were new laws, royal
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3 With the 14th-century Aragonese acquisition of dominions in Sicily and
Naples, Spain began its empire, which served as the basis for amplifying its Euro-
pean presence.
decrees, and harsh economic measures such as taxation or religious
edicts and institutions. Others, however, were purely ideological as
the swelling of Spanish empire fostered a particular atmosphere for
aesthetic production–art, literature, music, and so on–which, through
patronage, subsequently became one of the many devices at the
crown’s behest. Central to this ideological quest was the Spanish
stage, the most popular and equitable form of mass entertainment,
wrought with political undertones.
This book illustrates how early modern theater formed part of
the means used to create and reaffirm imperialist ideology in Spain
and the New World, how specific works are linked to key sociopo-
litical problems bound up in the empire’s perpetuation and evident
at the time of their aesthetic production, and how they dramatized
fictional solutions to these problems. I approach the study of em-
pire in theater through four overlapping facets of Spanish imperial
administration. Chapter 1, “Agriculture, Economics and Revolt in
Lope’s Fuenteovejuna,” explores the significance of economics and
imperial finance in Lope de Vega’s drama through a study of agri-
culture and sheepherding. Here, the promotion of the wool trade un-
der Philip II and Philip III to the detriment of productive agrarian
land use fueled vehement early modern social and financial debates
that served as the play’s backdrop, pointing to how commercial in-
terests shaped the empire and ultimately constrained the crown’s
ability to govern throughout its lands. Chapter 2, “Falling Stars:
Kingship and the Law in Ruiz de Alarcón’s El dueño de las estre-
llas,” explores Juan Ruiz de Alarcón’s play as symbolic of the im-
pact of law, legislation, and the court favorite in both Spain and
Mexico. The chapter examines Ruiz de Alarcón’s portrayal of the
classical statesman Licurgo as a contemporary commentary on the
benefit and rightful authority of the king’s chief minister, and Licur-
go’s laws are measures that reflect the favorite’s position as lawgiver
as Spain attempts to control its subjects in the peninsula and
abroad. Political discourse in the form of propaganda in early opera
is the theme of Chapter 3, “‘A Rose By Any Other Name:’ Politics
and Dynastic Success(ions) in Calderón’s La púrpura de la rosa. This
chapter discusses how Calderón de la Barca’s first opera serves as a
reference point for a particular moment of great political turmoil
marked by the 1660 marriage of the Spanish princess María Teresa
to France’s Louis XIV. The accompanying peace treaty between
both nations served as a subtext for Calderón’s loa or overture,
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which he wrote to convince the audience of the situation’s gravity,
especially as it related to Spain’s declining empire. As passed down
to us today, the loa is raw propaganda that demonstrates how the
stage served both aesthetic and ideological ends in that it func-
tioned as public entertainment while communicating royal political
ideology. The final chapter, “Narcissistic Imperialism: Religion and
Reconquest in Sor Juana’s El divino Narciso,” explores how Sor
Juana’s auto sacramental promotes faith in Catholicism through an
allegorical lesson on the Eucharist in the midst of Counter Refor-
mation debates on Catholic doctrine. Under closer scrutiny, howev-
er, the loa also confronts Spain’s re-casting of the evangelization of
New World Indians as a righteous reconquista. 
What makes these plays particularly representative of the tech-
niques of imperial rule or the challenges it faced? I have chosen
these plays because they represent four major ideological modes–eco-
nomic, legal, political, and religious, respectively–visible in both lit-
erature and society in Spain and its New World colonies, and are
written by major dramatists of the period under study. In this sense,
each symbolizes pivotal moments of great upheaval in Spain’s his-
tory that reflect the ebb and flow of the imperial power: difficult
economic times in Lope’s Spain and pending financial doom, con-
troversies of kingship and the quandaries of effective governance in
Ruiz de Alarcón, the decline of political and military influence in
Calderón, and a reassessment and rejection of dubious imperial re-
ligious strategies in Sor Juana. No doubt other plays could provide
similar views into these separate, but overlapping, sociopolitical 
setbacks. But, in an effort to show that my method of inquiry is 
relevant to nearly any Golden Age drama, for this study I have tried
to draw on popular authors on both sides of the Atlantic who 
reflect the changing face of Spain’s empire during the better part of
the seventeenth century. Under that criteria, I have chosen popular,
well-known plays that many have read or seen performed (e.g.,
Fuenteovejuna or El dueño de las estrellas), as well as lesser-known
or understudied works that provide unique perspectives on how
empire was constituted and consolidated (e.g., La púrpura de la rosa
or El divino Narciso). Of course, all of these works are canonical in
some way. Fuenteovejuna is taught in most undergraduate and
many graduate courses and today enjoys regular rotation on Spain’s
stages. La púrpura de la rosa is equally significant given that it was
Spain’s first opera, and Calderón is certainly one of the country’s
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greatest authors. A re-writing of Calderón’s work by Tomás de To-
rrejón y Velasco (Lima, 1701) also has been staged numerous times
in recent years. Ruiz de Alarcón may not have been as popular as
Lope or Calderón, but his plays enjoyed regular rotation in the first
half of the seventeenth century, making him one of Spain’s most im-
portant playwrights of the period. Besides, his vantage point as a
Mexican-born citizen living in the imperial capital is distinct from
other writers of the period. And El divino Narciso has been much
studied as of late primarily because Sor Juana is arguably the New
World’s greatest female author, and her work was held in high re-
gard in Mexico by popular audiences and the nobility alike. Finally,
I intentionally selected at least one work by a woman and plays
from both sides of the Atlantic in an effort to describe and eluci-
date on how Spain’s imperial challenges reveal themselves in drama
regardless of geographical location or the author’s gender. Together,
these four theatrical works provide a broad perspective on the dif-
ferent ideological discourses acting on the empire by rendering a
poignant sense of how contemporaneous history was created and
refashioned as source material for popular theatrical works and
how theatrical discourses were meant to be a part of the Spanish
empire’s ideological devices. 
Plays by men and a woman from both sides of the Atlantic, for
example, point to a transatlantic interdisciplinary approach guided
by modern theories of empire, propaganda, and ideology. In a re-
cent article, Anne J. Cruz maintains that Golden Age studies’ earlier
resistance to literary theory eventually gave way to broad interdisci-
plinarity that today features myriad critical approaches to literature
and culture. Stating that the field’s move toward cultural studies has
successfully done away with hard and fast geographic and/or his-
torical divisions, Cruz maintains that:
[...] the rise of Colonial studies in the past decade should unite
students of the literatures and cultures of both sides of the At-
lantic, not solely as is currently happening in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, but in the early modern period. The theoret-
ical transcendence, as well as the very real crossings of such nat-
ural frontiers as oceans and land masses necessarily place in
doubt traditional views of national borders; likewise, the study of
empire, both as a concept and as a realizable political entity, re-
quires far more theorization and analysis than our current
anachronistic conceptualizations of nation-states. (85)
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For Cruz, multidisciplinary approaches that take into consideration
not only history, culture, and literature, but also many other sorts of
theoretical views yields exciting new perspectives on classical His-
panic theater, one of which has come about through recent exami-
nations of Spain’s empire in Europe and abroad. 
The most significant work that examines Spain’s empire can be
found in the research of literary and cultural scholars of the early
modern period who view imperialism as a lens through which to
examine aesthetics, much of this derived from postcolonial studies.
Perhaps for this reason Barbara Fuchs proposes that we take up a
new method of analysis called “imperium studies,” which examines
imperial discourses vis-à-vis literature. Her approach credits Rome
as the model for imperial aspirations in early modern Europe and
admits to the metropole’s position in such analyses:
First, by emphasizing its genealogical filiation with a Roman origi-
nal, imperium studies is located within the appropriate historical
framework, avoiding the logical contradiction of postcolonial
studies of incipient colonialism. Though clearly influenced by
postcolonial theory, its terminology and conceptual framework
are firmly grounded in the early modern period. Second, by
reconceptualizing its object of study to focus on both colonies
and metropole, this approach alerts the critic to the continuities
and interdependence between the formation of early modern na-
tions and their imperial aspirations. And by underscoring the
connection between internal sovereignty and external expansion,
it constantly challenges the inevitability of those nations, thereby
correcting our post-facto view of nationhood. (“Imperium” 73)
As Fuchs asserts, imperium studies considers the metropole’s cen-
trality without celebrating it and attempts to elucidate the connec-
tion between Europe’s construction of self as the geographical and
imperial axis and the reciprocal link between the metropole and its
colonies. In spite of natural borders and geographical obstacles
such as oceans and mountains, by seeing the center and the periph-
ery together this approach to literature in Spain’s imperial epoch
leads to profound new insights into the period. In particular, I fo-
cus on how specific dramas were engaged as instruments to support
the empire, and explore the underlying ideologies on which empire
was founded as well as the aesthetic means exploited to promote,
justify, rationalize, and perpetuate imperial objectives.
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Intentionally, I examine Spain’s empire starting at the center
and moving toward the periphery, while heeding key issues of reci-
procity. In particular, the transatlantic plays considered here are an-
alyzed as Spanish works performed in Spain or produced in the
New World in Spain’s sphere of influence. Why? Because Spain,
like Rome before it, always considered Europe the home front of its
empire, and from Europe it looked outward. As such, Spain privi-
leged its possessions in the Netherlands or Italy (e.g. Europe), but it
considered its New World lands–and those in Asia or Africa for
that matter–subjugated territories that formed parts of the vast qua-
si independent kingdoms under Spain’s control. Indeed, it was cen-
tral Spain, Castile to be precise, from which the imperial political,
economic, legal, or religious agendas emerged and which subse-
quently were forced upon the territories. Spain itself referred to its
kingdom as “Las Españas,” meaning its New World realm derived
its authority from Spain. Therefore, any decisions made in the
peninsula generally were believed to be good for the rest of the em-
pire. Law and legislation, religious structures, language and cus-
toms, class hierarchies, finance–if they were Castilian, it was under-
stood, they were more than adequate for administering the vast
Spanish empire.
Theater and the arts in the New World emerged in much the
same way. New World theater was produced in the Spanish tradi-
tion and reflected Spain’s overarching influence on the Americas.
As Walter Cohen observes “Castile discovered, colonized, and ex-
ploited the New World,” but “very little of the literature, and even
less of the drama (…) attempts to understand that experience”
(Drama 398). Nonetheless, the exportation of Spanish drama to the
New World and its adoption by American writers marks cohesive-
ness between the two geopolitical arenas. And the choice of these
seemingly unrelated four plays allows for understanding the some-
times-intimate–sometimes-isolated–relationship between Spain and
its colonies.
Although there are key points of divergence that indicate dis-
tinct theatrical traditions, the New World stage–at least during the
seventeenth century–was an extension of the Spanish stage: dramat-
ic themes often referred to Spain in some way, the plays frequently
imitated or appropriated plots from Spain, and the dramatic action
was sometimes even centered on peninsular locales. Hence, Lope
de Vega’s celebrated Fuenteovejuna and Calderón’s La púrpura de la
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rosa can be deemed rightly peninsular since they were written and
staged in Castile’s capital, Madrid, and reflect Spain’s attempts at
constructing or preserving an imperial presence within Europe.
Those works that originated in the New World can be considered
by-products of Spain’s theatrical tradition and standard bearers of
imperial policy outside of the peninsula. For example, the dramatic
actions in Sor Juana’s El divino Narciso reflect the impact of Span-
ish religious policy on Mexico, but directed at a Madrid audience.
Ruiz de Alarcón’s El dueño de las estrellas occupies a somewhat
unique role in this study since the author was born in New Spain
(Mexico) but lived much of his life in Madrid, and his play is fixed
on the court in Madrid; like Sor Juana’s work, his commentary re-
flected positions that mattered in both locations. Both Ruiz de Alar-
cón and Sor Juana, as we shall see, draw on their American experi-
ences for their commentaries of contemporary Castilian society.
Ruiz de Alarcón’s play is rooted in a dual consciousness shaped by
real experience in New Spain, yet firmly set within a rigid set of pa-
rameters that point to the peninsula (Vargas de Luna 181-82). Such
was the case with Sor Juana’s auto, written in Mexico, but explicitly
meant for spectators in Madrid who were presumably poorly edu-
cated on Mesoamerican culture. In short, plays written on either
side of the Atlantic were not created in a vacuum, but rather exhib-
it the stress of a heterogeneous empire struggling to maintain its
greatness and expand a homogenous influence. 
Each chapter provides a fuller historical context starting in the
sixteenth century so that we may understand how territorial control
and suppression contributed to the physical formation of Spain’s
empire and how aesthetics enjoyed operative roles in empire mak-
ing. Much of this book, however, deals with how the writers fea-
tured here dealt with Spain’s slow retreat from empire and its
repercussions. Therefore, the four plays analyzed here outline the
expanse of the seventeenth century beginning with Fuenteovejuna
in 1610 and ending with El divino Narciso in 1688.
POLITICAL PLAYWRIGHTING
Beginning in the early sixteenth century, Spain was widely con-
sidered Europe’s most powerful country and acted as its political
and religious center. At the same time, public interest in grand
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works of art–literary, dramatic, artistic, etc.–was at a peak never
witnessed before. Despite conflicts that eventually drove Spain to
bankruptcy and divestment of some of its colonies, the public de-
mand and consumption of plays persisted. Except for short periods
of closure due to issues of censorship or in mourning for deaths in
the royal family, theater productions were plentiful in the two prin-
cipal theaters in Madrid–the Corral del Príncipe or the Corral de la
Cruz. Not everyone could afford to attend, however, and those who
did, generally hailed from the nobility, the hidalgo rank and their
families, students, the clergy, and the commercial class. From a po-
litical point of view, these mattered most as they controlled broad
sectors of society, from commerce to government to the church.
Jane Albrecht shows in The Playgoing Public of Madrid in the Time
of Tirso de Molina that the grandees and titled nobility, the middle
nobility, and the ecclesiastical class grew exponentially during the
first half of the seventeenth century such that public theater was
generously supported (xi). In fact, boxes in both of the two main
public theaters were regularly leased for entire seasons by several
dukes, marquis, counts, and their respective families and household
staff (xi; 61-63). Even the Duke of Lerma, Philip III’s privado, and
royal supporters such as the Duke of Uceda and Rodrigo Calderón
had rented boxes in both theaters (Albrecht 61). By 1631 Philip IV
and his family rented a private box at the Corral de la Cruz (Sher-
gold 398). Other probable audience members included merchants
and tradesmen (tailors, shoemakers, jewelers, smiths, etc.) as well as
the famed boisterous mosqueteros, a group that most likely includ-
ed squires and students (Albrecht 87-92). What is clear from the
makeup of the comedia audience in the corrales is that a fairly wide
spectrum of people were present, but the urban poor certainly did
not earn enough to pay the price of entry–although they may have
attended on very rare occasions. For their part, the working classes
“who shared the ideals and aspirations of the elite” (Albrecht 100)
frequented the theater so much that various church officials wrote
extensively about the damaging effects that the comedia might have
on them.4 Given that Lope de Vega, Ruiz de Alarcón and Calderón
wrote frequently for the public stage, and their works were often
laden with subtle criticisms of the state, perhaps these church offi-
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of The Playgoing Public of Madrid in the Time of Tirso de Molina (53-100).
cials were right to be concerned. Therefore, to understand the
length to which writers incorporated these criticisms and commen-
taries into their works, it is imperative we keep in mind the upper
class nature of their spectators.
Philip IV loved the theater so much that he was easily persuad-
ed by the Count-Duke of Olivares to construct the Coliseum stage
within the confines of the Retiro Palace. The opening of the Coliseo
del Buen Retiro in 1640 significantly changed the makeup of the
spectators and the type of theatrical work performed. In the Coli-
seum, the ticket prices were much higher than in the public theater
houses meaning that only the upper classes and nobility could af-
ford to attend with any regularity, although, in theory, entry was
open to anyone (Albrecht 63-64; Shergold 298).5 As a result, only
those who were either wealthy (or at least possessed some dispos-
able income) or drawn to be near the king whenever possible at-
tended performances in the Coliseum (Albrecht 64). Such an audi-
ence was decidedly much more elite than in the public corrales.6
The audience, who would attend Calderón’s La púrpura de la rosa
or Sor Juana’s El divino Narciso (had it been picked up for perfor-
mance), was comprised of the upper echelons of Madrid society.
Similarly, the audience of Lope de Vega and Ruiz de Alarcón 
consisted mainly of wealthy, urban middle and upper classes with
money and leisure time in addition to Church and state leaders.
For writers, then, the venue for production dictated the type of
audience in attendance, which, in turn, helped the playwright de-
cide how to pitch his work. The general audiences of the public
theater houses appreciated the action-filled capa y espada plays, and
while similar works were presented in the Coliseum, the regal Buen
Retiro stage generally presented thought-provoking mythological
court spectacles to this more educated and refined audience.
Calderón, for example, wrote a number of auto sacramenta-
les–wrought with political and religious orthodoxy–at the behest of
royal patrons intent on sustaining Counter Reformation values in
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5 N.D. Shergold notes that some productions in the Coliseum were re-staged at
reduced costs after the initial performance, providing a longer run for the play and
allowing poorer spectators to perhaps attend (329).
6 Shergold provides many examples of attendance by the royal family and the
king, and the latter’s order that the Councils, grandees, the municipality of Madrid,
and other legislative bodies be present at several performances (298-330).
the face of growing Reformation dissent. These works cultivated
political myths in support of the Habsburg Empire (Kurtz 207). In-
deed, after he became a priest, Calderón even enjoyed the Count-
Duke of Olivares’s protection. However, such arrangements did not
prohibit him from skillfully opposing the crown’s decision to ally
with France in La púrpura de la rosa, as demonstrated in chapter
three. The subtle criticisms found there may even have contributed
to the Holy Office’s investigation of the playwright and priest two
years later. Similarly, Lope often favored the crown’s position in
several of his plays, but in others he criticized the monarchy’s poli-
cies. According to Elizabeth R. Wright, in the years around 1600,
Lope’s “courtly publications both honored his society’s rituals of
deference in order to speak to possible benefactors at the same time
they served as rhetorical weapons in a quest for mobility that would
flout the social hierarchy” (17). In other words, Lope both worked
within a system courting official favor and outside that same system
to advance his theatrical career. In the process, he attempted to
portray himself as an outsider to both. Fuenteovejuna is an example
of this duality: he provides restrained criticisms of royal policy, but
in the end the play still reaffirms support for the monarchy. In El
dueño de las estrellas, Ruiz de Alarcón openly criticizes the govern-
ment’s handling of many sociopolitical and legal issues, but he lev-
els that criticism at the king’s chief minister. Such a technique leaves
him free to support the monarchy’s overarching goals. In the case of
Sor Juana, her defense of Catholic orthodoxy in El divino Narciso
puts her squarely in the monarchy’s corner whose political and reli-
gious policies were nearly always one and the same. However, her
defense of indigenous cultures clearly positions her against prevail-
ing views describing the Indians as godless beings who must be
brought to Christianity by force. What these and many other play-
wrights from the era have in common is their ability to work two
angles at the same time: they position themselves within the com-
mercial theatrical system as keen observers of truth and criticize
royal policy while simultaneously working outside that system to
extol the power holders.
In both Spain and the New World, public theater was easily the
most popular form of visual spectacle, and the imposition of royal
ideology was an intricate and integrated part of the industry. There
always seemed to be funding for the arts, especially when they
transmitted the crown’s ideological messages. Some playwrights,
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such as Vélez de Guevara, were generally obligated to favor the
crown because much of their financial support came from it.7
Others, however, made their living through a combination of pay-
ments by owners of theater companies for deliveries of original
plays and sometimes by serving wealthy nobles, which provided the
needed income to write for the stage. Hence, these playwrights did
not feel compelled to favor the nobility or the crown in every 
instance. In essence, they may plainly scrutinize aspects of their
contemporary societies, while remaining mostly faithful to the
monarchy. In short, their works were implicitly political. José Anto-
nio Maravall has long illustrated how the Spanish theater was open-
ly employed as an effective tool in support of the monarchy,8 and
William R. Blue summarizes how public theater in Spain and the
New World normally fell under state control:
The theaters not only offered the possibility of the reconfirma-
tion of state and church ideologies but also the possibility or re-
sistance to received notions, or from Mariana’s perspective, an
active subversion of traditional values. (…) Plays were subject to
state and ecclesiastical censorship and theaters were overseen by
city and national bodies. But the fact that such oversight and
censorship was [sic] deemed necessary, and that it often came
down hard on playwrights, acting companies, and individuals,
suggests strongly the volatility of plays, performances, and public
reception. (Spanish 19-20).
The Spanish comedia, therefore, is not a monolithic art form. While
official attempts to control the message were explicit, it did not
necessarily stop playwrights from embedding opposing viewpoints
into their plays. Affirming imperialist messages while clandestinely
criticizing the state became a rather ingenious game; writers adopt-
ed plots from a bygone era and situated the action and themes in
the past in order to force enough distance between the antecedent
and present circumstances to allow a degree of criticism of the
state. Each of the plays examined here exemplifies these criteria.
For example, Lope’s Fuenteovejuna re-tells a rebellion first rec-
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orded in the chronicles, but the main plot is grounded in early
modern Spain and alludes to policy decisions made during Lope’s
lifetime; Ruiz de Alarcón’s El dueño de las estrellas may portray a
classical statesman, but the proper role of a state minister depicted
in the play is more aptly relevant at a time in which most of Spain’s
government fell under the direction of the king’s favorite.
Calderón’s La púrpura de la rosa and Sor Juana’s El divino Narciso
seem especially isolated from contemporaneous events: each utilizes
allegorical characters and Classical myth to make the action and
themes seem almost non-existent and non-threatening. 
The stage, therefore, served both aesthetic and ideological ob-
jectives in that it was a source of incredible entertainment that also
extended the crown’s general ideological point of view, but beneath
it all, restrained criticisms could still be found. In The Play of Power,
Margaret Greer makes exactly that point with respect to Calderón
who has sometimes been viewed as the most ardent supporter of
the monarchy. She states that many critics fail to see Calderón’s
most significant achievements in court spectacle plays and points
out that there exist multifaceted discourses within that both praise
and criticize the monarchy: 
(1) the coherent use of the newest dramatic techniques, combin-
ing music, dance, perspective scenery, and complex stage ma-
chinery to enhance rather than overpower his poetic text, ex-
ploiting to the full the inherent polyphony of the theatrical idiom
to produce masterpieces of dramatic illusion; (2) the achieve-
ment of a complex discourse of power than combines celebra-
tion of the monarch with a tactful critique of his policy. (4)
For Greer, Calderón’s mythological court plays, unique to Spain,
formed part of a broader explosion of theatrical spectacles that
functioned as “a tool and an expression of absolutist rule” because
they “focused attention, within the state and in rival courts, on the
importance of the prince” by “dazzling potential internal and exter-
nal opponents with their displays of wealth and power” (7). La púr-
pura de la rosa, the first opera, embodies this emphasis on stage
spectacle. Like other mythological court plays, the opera matches
important social and political philosophy regarding the monarchy
and its role in European affairs to stunning stage mechanizations
and a powerful storyline, yielding a strong visual and aural display
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that ultimately serves the monarchy. Opera, more than other genres,
was after all an all-encompassing genre and extremely political
(Stein, “Opera” 130).
In all cases, however, competition among writers and acting
companies was great enough that innovation and originality were
imperative. But, no matter where the presentation was staged, es-
tablished rules of censorship were of great concern. The chief in-
strument of control in early modern Spain was the Inquisition, es-
tablished in 1478 by Ferdinand and Isabel with the approval of
Pope Sixtus IV and advanced under subsequent Spanish kings. The
Inquisition operated in line with the Spanish Monarchy’s policy and
was charged with discovering and punishing those deemed hereti-
cal to the Catholic faith. In Love and the Law in Cervantes, Roberto
González Echevarría explains the Inquisition integration with the
state: “If one thinks of Catholicism as the ideology of the Spanish
state, then the role of the Inquisition reveals itself not as a product
of obscurantism and atavism but rather what it was: an institution
charged with checking the subject’s fealty to the crown” (25). The
Inquisition’s reach went well beyond religion to confront heresy in
everyday life, interweaving religion and authority and touching the
literary scene. 
The Inquisition’s chief institutionalized mechanism was its over-
sight of many bodies charged with censoring printed materials. The
task of censorship dates from the late fifteenth century when the
Holy Office declared that all printed matter must be submitted to
the Church for licensing. During the reign of Charles I, licensing
duty was transferred to the various Councils, who altered the na-
ture of authority from ecclesiastical to civil, a change that was at-
tributed to the need to combat emerging Protestantism (García
Pérez 198). Under Sixtus V there appeared the Index expurgatorius
that prohibited certain passages from books. The most sweeping
and centralized list was the index of prohibited or condemned
books, Index Librorum Prohibitorum, first published in Valladolid
under Pope Paul IV in 1558. The Index was published in catalog
form and distributed to publishers and book sellers, and it was to
be displayed for public view as a means of informing–and remind-
ing–readers what could and could not be consumed (García Pérez
203). Those found possessing, reading, or publishing books appear-
ing on the list faced severe punishment. More comprehensive
changes in theatrical censorship came about during Philip III’s
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reign. At that point, the Council of Castile was charged with super-
vising the theaters and set forth several ordinances to monitor what
the public was viewing. In 1608 the Council required that acting
companies and individual plays be licensed, a policy it revised in
greater detail and renewed in 1615. In general, the policy stipulated
that the autor de comedias (the purchaser of dramas from the play-
wright) present himself before the Protector de comedias to request
a license for his company of actors. Then, two to three days before
performance, the written script was to be given over by the autor to
the censor for final examination and licensing. As part of the 1615
regulations, a fiscal (an agent responsible for censorship) and a cen-
sor reviewed the script, both of which answered to the Protector. At
this point, sections of the script might be stricken, or requests could
be made for their rewriting. On some occasions, as detailed below,
the play was prohibited outright or even confiscated. After this en-
tire process, if the Council licensed the play, its performance rou-
tine and practice still fell under Inquisitorial control and could be
banned, or writers or actors could be punished. McKendrick notes
that there are numerous recorded instances of performances being
halted in the middle and investigations of companies for the rein-
sertion of previously excised or unlicensed text (Theatre 185).
Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, several
writers, philosophers, and artists were forced to appear before the
Inquistion to defend their work, some of which were sanctioned.
According to Antonio Márquez, the Spanish Inquisition processed
17 well-known writers between 1500 and 1700. Such authors as
Hernando de Talavera, Queen Isabel’s confessor, the brothers Al-
fonso and Juan Valdés, the theologian Miguel de Molinos, and the
humanists Benito Arias Montano and Francisco Sánchez de las
Brozas were called to defend works they had written, which eventu-
ally were prohibited or purged. In drama, the well-known play-
wrights Juan del Encina, Bartolomé Torres Naharro, Gil Vicente
and Feliciano de Silva found their works banned (Kamen, Inquisi-
tion 110; Veres n.p.) as did Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla, Luis Vélez
de Guevara, and Antonio Mira de Amescua. Tirso de Molina, one
of the most famous dramatists of the day and a priest, was a prolific
playwright whose works consistently utilized political satire in his
plays in attacks on the institution of privanza. He was not just cen-
sored and banned from writing plays, but ultimately exiled to Sala-
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manca, then to Trujillo, apparently for criticism of the Count-Duke
of Olivares in Tanto es lo de más como lo de menos (1625-1626).9
Among other famous cases is that of the mystic poet Fray Luis de
León, who was imprisoned for four years (1572 to 1576) for trans-
lating the Song of Songs from Hebrew, and Juan Luis Vives, who ap-
peared several times to answer for his Jewish ancestry and departed
Spain partly as a result. Márquez reports that in his analysis of all
indices published up to 1848, only eighty-two literary writers were
censored, versus over 1,500 non-literary writers on the 1632 index
alone (159), although some writers could have their works censored
without appearing on the index. 
It is important to point out that being summoned before the In-
quisition was quite different from being censored by it. All literary
works were routinely examined for subversive material and, in most
cases, penalties included expurgation of the questionable content
but did not lead to imprisonment or persecution. In general, the
aim of censorship was to correct inadvertent theological errors or
prevent indecency and impropriety (Shergold 554). The popular
public theatrical scene seemed to be granted a greater degree of
freedom from censorship than other artistic forms. However,
among the most censored genres was drama, in part because of the
sheer number of works written as well as theater’s great popularity.
The cultural climate of Golden Age Spain depended a great deal on
censorship and incredibly popular playwrights and actors did not
escape punishment. It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that neither
Lope de Vega nor Calderón de la Barca escaped reproach. Cal-
derón’s 1629 El príncipe constante, for example, included an illegal
insertion into the drama after the Council of Castile licensed it for
performance (Wilson, “Calderón” 167). Calderón’s bold action in-
curred the Council President’s reprimand, but the playwright was
not formally punished (Wilson, “Calderón” 167). Some three
decades later, when Calderón was a priest, a knight in the Order of
Santiago, Philip IV’s official court dramatist as well as a censor for
the crown, he again was investigated for the auto sacramental Las
órdenes religiosas (1662) apparently for “technical points of theolo-
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gy” (Shergold 542 n. 1). Evidently, his prestige at court was not
enough to fully protect Calderón from state censorship.10 According
to Barbara Kurtz, the censure of Las órdenes religiosas was “a story
of the dramatist’s vacillating posture in his political world, a posture
compounded of complicity as well as resistance, and self-censorship
as much as Inquisitorial harassment” (191). Despite a fervent de-
fense of his work, the political climate of the time gave the Inquisi-
tion and its censors free reign to investigate a number of court
members, Calderón among them. In the end, as Kurtz shows,
Calderón’s autos are not as conventionally orthodox as once
thought and, more importantly, if the seemingly-powerful Calderón
could be investigated by the Inquisition for heresy, an intimidating
message for others was quite clear: regardless of one’s perceived sta-
tus or power, the extent and unrestricted authority of the Holy Of-
fice was no doubt greater. 
The Inquisitorial intervention into Lope de Vega’s literary ca-
reer began in 1588 when the Council of Castile exiled the writer for
libel, then later suppressed the publication of a few of his works in-
cluding Jerusalén conquistada (1605-1608), the comedia San Au-
gustín (1608), and an auto, La Virgen de los Reyes (1622).11 Investi-
gations by the Holy Office shaped how and what he wrote, as well
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ry” and “Seven aprobaciones by Don Pedro Calderón de la Barca.” In the latter es-
say, Wilson shows that in several aprobaciones Calderón used his official position as
censor to forward the work of friends and patrons (609) suggesting not only his par-
ticipation in censorship but also that advocating within the censorship system was
insufficient to later protect oneself from that same system.
11 Lope was arrested at the Cruz theater on December 29, 1587 for verses writ-
ten against a former love interest, Elena Osorio, her father, Francisco Perrenot, and
her brother, Damián Velázquez. The father was a powerful nobleman and the
brother an experienced attorney who had little problem proving Lope’s malice. The
writer was exiled from Madrid for five years and from Castile for two. Agustín de la
Granja provides a summary of the Lope’s requests to the Holy Office for the return
of San Agustín and the circumstances surrounding the censure of La Virgen de los
Reyes. It is unclear why the first was confiscated and with respect to the second, it
was prohibited because it was submitted for official review only a day before per-
formance (436-37) instead of the required two to three days. For detailed study of
Jerusalén conquista and other possible explanations for its censure–some of which is
outlined here–see Elizabeth R. Wright and Elizabeth B. Davis. N.D. Shergold re-
ports that a letter by Góngora notes the arrest of Lope de Vega and Mira de Ames-
cua in connection with some foul odor that permeated the theater during an Ruiz
de Alarcón play in 1623 (229, n. 1). Both were later released after the real culprit
was arrested. Despite their fame–or perhaps because of it–the authorities seemed to
have been suspicious of writers in general, and these in particular.
as how he marketed himself for both theater commissions and royal
patronage. With regard to Jerusalén conquistada, the epic poem
claimed on the title page to be an “epopeya trágica de Lope de Vega,
familiar del Santo Oficio de la Inquisición.” In Golden Age Spain,
it was widely believed that epic was the most prestigious genre to
heroically validate Spain, by promoting an idealized unity and legit-
imizing the state. It seems bizarre that the imaginary nationalism
implicit in epic could be the focus of investigation. But, like his co-
medias, even Lope’s epic cannot hide the internal divisions that
arise when he attempts to celebrate the past from a present-day
viewpoint. As Elizabeth B. Davis writes:
[t]he fact that contradictions or subversions of epic codes can
arise at all in a genre that by definition tends to privilege creat-
ing an illusion of moral absolutes and unitary subjects is quite re-
markable. Yet perhaps it should not surprise us to find loci of in-
tense conflict and a certain dualism in the epic. For even though
these poems, generally, are foundational narratives that do not
tolerate internal ideological divisions well, they cannot entirely
suppress those divisions, either” (12).
The internal divisions in Lope’s poem–a mythic rendering of heroic
Spain that does not match either history generally or Spain’s history
specifically–epitomizes the divisions that existed in the writer’s own
literary career. Publication of Lope’s epic tribute was delayed pre-
cisely because the writer leveraged his Inquisitorial notoriety and
growing fame in the pursuit of patronage and popularity. In
Wright’s examination of the entire affair, she shows how the play-
wright pursued success in a market economy by selling his own In-
quisitorial notoriety while simultaneously strategizing on how to
best secure royal favor and avoid authorial control: “Despite a con-
certed effort to depict himself as a gatekeeper at the center of soci-
ety, the massive poem reveals traces of the more complex reality,
where royal and ecclesiastical control continued to determine what
Lope could write and whether or not he could circulate it” (108).
As it turned out, Lope’s many dedications to the Duke of Sessa, for
whom the writer worked as Secretary, did not bear fruit, as the
Duke was never appointed to the king’s inner circle.12 Instead, in
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other works, Lope concurrently courted favor with other potential
patrons but with uneven results (Wright 106-7). The playwright
worked to circumvent official state censorship controls through
these dedications, which had varying degrees of success. Such ac-
tions determined that for a time Lope would make his living within
the popular entertainment industry while at the same time courting
royal favor to overcome that arrangement. He was not alone, of
course. In 1621, when Philip III was close to death, a host of artists
and writers began to make adjustments in their professional careers
in order to take advantage of the perceived flood of patronage that
would emerge from Philip IV and the Count-Duke (Elliott, Count
Duke 175), well-known frequenters of the theater and avid collec-
tors of great art.
It remains unknown how many other less famous authors were
investigated by the Inquisition. Nonetheless, as Henry Kamen con-
vincingly argues, the Holy Office’s censorship system in Spain did
not function as effectively as we might imagine. Despite the prolific
cases of Lope, Calderón, Tirso, or Fray Luis, according to Kamen,
“[i]n reality, neither the Index nor the censorship system produced
an adequate machinery of control” and “The Inquisition’s oversee-
ing of literature, in short, looked imposing in theory but was unim-
pressive in practice” (Inquisition 131). This statement may be true
in some cases, but my review of the Inquisition’s oversight of drama
alone constitutes good proof that writers were constantly under
scrutiny and often under attack. To avoid problems, self-censorship
was preferred to official censorship. Economics plays a principled
role here as well. Since autores only wished to purchase plays that
would be licensed for performance, writers attempting to make a liv-
ing from their works were forced to write plays that would guaran-
tee licensure–and assure their earnings. For Lope–and for Cal-
derón–measured self-censorship could achieve their objectives well
enough even as they worked to overcome the censor through ties to
royal sponsorship (McKendrick, Playing 70).13 Moreover, it appears
that the mere threat of Inquisitorial investigation was sufficient for
playwrights and publishers to be careful. In most cases, any writer
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wishing to remain free from persecution exercised self-censorship,
either by simply not making inflammatory statements or by disguis-
ing the meaning of their verses. Kamen admits that prior to perfor-
mance authors endeavored to avoid the censors and their works
could have been published in a “coded language where words
meant something different from what they appeared to mean” (In-
quisition 133).14 Malveena McKendrick makes a similar point: “(...)
a greater degree of self-censorship involving the use of complex and
diffused stratagems of criticism” undoubtedly facilitated “the safe
and successful communication of political messages” (Playing 70).
Such a strategy did not always work, however, since many dramas
were routinely banned or confiscated. Moreover, some authors
were more prestigious targets than others, sometimes because of
their enormous popularity, sometimes because they made the 
wrong enemies, and often because they held the mistaken belief that
their relationships with powerful friends allowed them a higher de-
gree of autonomy. 
It becomes clear that while the Inquisition may not have had the
far reaching effect with which it is often credited, this in no way
means that writers did not fear it or else there would be no reason to
conceal criticism. Besides, authors had plenty of reason to avoid
problems. The organization offered up regular citizens as examples
for the rest; when charged with heresy and found guilty, they could be
excommunicated, but the penalties were sometimes much harsher.
Often the Inquisitors tortured their victims until they forced an ad-
mission of complicity with whatever charge was brought against
them–often relieved only by a death sentence. Punishments were se-
vere. They may have been fewer in number than has traditionally been
described, but there were some spectacular cases. Although no major
Spanish writers or artists had been executed and there are no records
of torture of writers, the state’s attempts at censorship, nonetheless, 
instilled some degree of fear in all citizens, including authors. 
Even actors–playing roles–were not immune to the Holy Of-
fice’s oversight. Despite playing the roles assigned to them by the
dramatist–and not really responsible for the play’s content–actors
routinely were sanctioned by the authorities. Through an examina-
tion of several letters written by Domenico Ginnasi, the Papal Nun-
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cio in Madrid, to Clemente VIII’s Secretary of State, Rafael Vargas-
Hidalgo describes one instance in 1600 in which actors and the
spectators together performed a play that was critical of the Embas-
sador of France. The actions of the players along with their various
stages of undress in performing the roles of some of the saints led
to their incarceration, even though the work was previously sanc-
tioned by the Inquisition and the Council (134). As Vargas-Hidalgo
points out, “salta a la vista la popularidad de estas representaciones
teatrales, las cuales podían causar escándolo público y hasta graves
tensiones internacionales” (135). Actors playing previously ap-
proved roles still did not enjoy the protection that established cen-
sorship process might provide. 
Spain attempted to establish Inquisitorial censorship in all its
dominions and had a degree of success in the Peruvian and Mexi-
can viceroyalties. In other areas, such as the Netherlands or Italy,
the Inquisition had little effect as weighty opposition to its authori-
ty came from many quarters. The Inquisition’s one very salient fea-
ture was its foray into all matters cultural. The pervasiveness of cen-
sorship in the literary scene, for example, was similar to suppres-
sion in other early modern countries. To overcome the negativity
generated by such authoritative institutions, Spain distinguished
herself by constructing favored images that were projected outside
her borders. Indeed, during the sixteenth century, the country ex-
pended a great deal of time, effort, and resources in propagating its
own imperialist vision in order to appropriate from competing Eu-
ropean powers what it perceived as a special entitlement to power
and authority. At the center of it all, of course, was the king who
was to be the focal point for both projecting the Habsburg image
and for celebrating it. In Habsburg Spain, particularly during the
time of the Count-Duke of Olivares, the king’s image was carefully
orchestrated, as Jonathan Brown and J. H. Elliott make clear:
The court of the King of Spain resembled a magnificent theater
in which the principal actor was permanently on stage (…) and
the supporting cast was impressively large. All that was needed
was a director of genius to orchestrate the action and make the
necessary dispositions to secure the most brilliant scenic effects.
In the Count-Duke of Olivares, who had learned his craft in
Seville, that most theatrical of cities, the perfect direction was
ready to hand. (…) In Olivares’s scheme of things, the king was to
be the focal point of Spain’s cultural and artistic life. Shining in
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the reflected splendor of his patronage, the leading poets, play-
wrights and artists of the age would all revolve around him, mag-
nifying his glory and giving luster to his reign. (31; 40)
Spanish imperial ideology accordingly turned out to be a myth-
making instrument and tool of control, and dramatists played a role
in its development and success. In general, ideology corresponds to
how Spain’s dominant social, political, legal, and religious institu-
tions worked through value systems and particular world concep-
tions in order to legitimize the current status quo or press for
changes to it. Ideology, as generated and imposed by the state, nor-
mally demands the social adoption of fashioned ideas purposefully
embedded in symbols and cultural practices such as those found in
visual spectacles like theater. Perhaps the most well known elabora-
tion of state ideology comes from Louis Althusser’s Lenin and Phi-
losophy and Other Essays (1971). Althusser theorizes that the indi-
vidual becomes conditioned by the dominant practices of soci-
ety–whether he or she cognitively is aware. He called this practice
interpellation, a process by which social values, beliefs, preferences,
and desires are indoctrinated in the individual through ideological
practices of a dominant structure, usually the state or the Church.
The subject of this inculcation normally develops under the effects
of this socialization process and is conditioned by it. Moreover, in-
terpellation does not necessarily take place by explicit means, nor is
it always obvious that the socialization process is present. For Al-
thusser, the subject’s thinking adjusts in such a way as to naturally
and normally accept the current way of doing things and leads to an
approval of specific roles in society. While mostly supporting Al-
thusser’s claims, Slavoj Žižek argues in The Sublime Object of Ideol-
ogy that an individual need not be completely interpolated in order
for an authority to achieve a desired response. Instead, Žižek be-
lieves that any successful ideology allows for “ideological disidenti-
fication,” a sort of conscious distance between that being pursued
by the authority and the subject’s knowledge of it. In this scenario,
Žižek draws on Peter Sloterdijk’s Critique of Cynical Reason in
which the latter writes that Marx’s classical definition of ideology,
“they do not know it, but they are doing it,” can be re-written to
mean “they know very well what they are doing, but still, they are
doing it” because “The cynical subject is quite aware of the dis-
tance between the ideological mask and the social reality, but he
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none the less still insists upon the mask” (Sublime 29). The paradox
that arises between unknowingly being duped by an ideology and
knowingly accepting it without rejection relates to Žižek’s belief
that ideology subsists as an illusion located in knowledge, and bar-
ring access to that knowledge, one cannot be fully aware of any in-
terest hidden behind an ideological universality (31). For our pur-
poses here, this means that early modern theatrical spectators may
have been at least somewhat cognisant of a play’s–or the sta-
te’s–ideological intentions, but lacking a competing discourse that
could provide clarity, they were essentially left to accept and, some-
times, participate in the message being disseminated. Indeed, Žižek
points to Lacan’s theory of the mirror stage as an apt way to com-
prehend how any given value can only be understood against an-
other competing value (Sublime 20).
For Althusser, state ideology is most effective when performed
by what he deemed State Apparatuses (SA), which include “the
Government, the Administration, the Army, the Police, the Courts,
the Prisons, etc.”–the “Repressive State Apparatus” (136). There
exists an obvious connection between these Repressive State Appa-
ratuses and Spain’s imperial military or state instruments such as
the Church or the military. In subsequent chapters, I point out the
explicitness of their presence in the sociohistorical background of
the texts under study here: the military, legal entities, state guilds,
quasi-police bodies, and other overt state mechanisms of authority.
Imperial ideological discourse treated in this book centers unmis-
takably on Althusser’s second concept of state apparatuses, the Ide-
ological State Apparatuses (ISA) within which we find religion, ed-
ucation, family, the legal, the political, trade unions, communica-
tions, and the cultural. In particular, this study focuses on how this
last category, the cultural apparatus, retains an innate capacity to co-
erce or persuade as it acts within the socialization process. Althuss-
er identifies culture (aesthetics) as both reflective and productive,
meaning that culture reflects ideology, and it may also produce it.
What distinguishes Ideological State Apparatuses from the Repres-
sive State Apparatuses involves the repression and violence by
which the latter functions and perpetuates itself. Stated another
way, Althusser’s cultural apparatus, like other ISA’s, do not operate
through violent means but rather effect change by less visible meth-
ods such as in literature or art, through dissemination of ideology.
According to Althusser, art upholds a common ideology that en-
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sures the stability and control of the dominant body charged with
its creation: “To my knowledge, no class can hold State power over
a long period without at the same time exercising its hegemony
over and in the State Ideological Apparatuses” (139). In seven-
teenth-century Spain, the state’s material support of theater cou-
pled with its control over the authoritative bodies that enforced
royal policies assured a cultural domain in which imperial ideology
was certain to be executed. Whether or not dramatists wholly inte-
grated these ideologies depended on the author’s standing in rela-
tion to the monarchy, the play in question, the point in time when
the work was staged, and the exact ideological constituent, as we
shall see below. Moreover, any successfully implemented ideology
would depend on the audience’s receptiveness to the point of view.
As work by Althusser and Fredric Jameson has shown, artists are
sometimes completely aware of the contemporaneous social reality
and the ideology they impart through their plays. To avoid problems
with authority, the playwrights studied here made use of prior his-
torical subtexts and related them to the seventeenth century, which
means that history stands as a model to resolve contemporaneous is-
sues: chronicle accounts merge with economic problems in Fuen-
teovejuna; Counter Reformation religious debates intersect with
New World Indian customs in Sor Juana’s El divino Narciso; classi-
cal examples of kingship and law connect to early modern issues of
government in Ruiz de Alarcón’s El dueño de las estrellas; and myth
stands in for political crises associated with Habsburg dynastic suc-
cession in Calderón’s La púrpura de la rosa. A strategy to use history
to trumpet Spain’s seventeenth-century greatness was one widely
shared by many writers of the era but usually incongruous with what
was really happening. Naturally, the tenuous relationship between
what dramatists depicted and their contemporaneous social reality
exposes a fundamental problem between what is real and what is
imagined, what Jameson deems “unresolvable social contradictions”
(79). For Jameson, the incongruity between what happens in a liter-
ary work and its referent can only be formally resolved in the aes-
thetic realm as a symbolic act (79). Stated another way, despite de-
picting another time or place, literature is a symbolic act that
provides resolutions to contemporaneous problems. Following this
line of thinking, aesthetics and their creation are themselves ideolog-
ical acts with the power to offer symbolic resolutions to real-life,
contemporaneous problems. Hence, Lope can offer a representa-
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tional response to agrarian plight through references to farming and
sheepherding. Ruiz de Alarcón provides insight and illustration of
exemplary kingship and lawmaking through his portrayal of a classi-
cal statesman. Calderón’s allegorical opera exists as a momentous
public spectacle that attempts to garner support for a declining
monarchy and foster cultural competition with its European rival,
France. Finally, Sor Juana scrutinizes the conquest and subsequent
civilizing of the Indians by intersecting Mesoamerican practices with
Catholic principles. 
Considered in this light, artistic creations based upon previous
historical subtexts maintain the capacity to reach beyond the aes-
thetic form to construct, shape, and maintain public opinion. This
position relates to what Hayden White calls “techniques of fiction-
making” and strategies of emplotment in his discussions of histori-
cal writings. For White, there is an unavoidable and explicit rela-
tionship between historians proper and playwrights or other literary
artists: “Historians are concerned with events which can be as-
signed to specific time-space locations, events which are (or were)
in principle observable or perceivable, whereas imaginative writ-
ers–poets, novelists, playwrights–are concerned with both these
kinds of events and imagined, hypothetical, or invented ones”
(Tropics 121). In their zeal to reflect a particular historical subtext
and simultaneously to provide engaging public entertainment, early
modern playwrights sometimes promoted their creations as moder-
ately accurate accounts of “what happened.” These preferred vi-
sions of history and their adaptations to a contemporary frame
came as a result of an author’s operation within the state’s socializa-
tion process, except that they offered what they perceived as an ap-
propriate solution. Offering one’s own favored views within the
state’s objectives essentially is a form of self-censorship and was one
way dramatists could act outside of state control while still being
loyal to it. For Žižek the notion of choosing freely the inevitable re-
mains similar to choosing an “empty symbolic gesture that is meant
to be rejected” (Do Not 113). Žižek proposes that when the sub-
ject–in this case an early modern playwright–voluntarily offers this
empty symbolic gesture, the possibility of choosing the impossible
surfaces–“that which inevitably will not happen” (Do Not 113). In
other words, as Žižek’s work shows, any subject beholden to state
authority could at the same time defy it. In fact, in the case of these
Golden Age playwrights, to provide one message does not preclude
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the dissemination of another, hence, the emphasis I place on the ex-
istence of multiple subtexts contributing to the major actions in
each play. The presence of competing ideological discourses
demonstrates how playwrights grappled with issues they knew to 
be critical of the empire’s hegemony, while simultaneously support-
ive of it.
EMPIRE AND THEATER
A detailed (re)examination of these texts based upon their so-
ciohistorical background shows them to be cultural artifacts that
resonate through time, works that symbolically reflect seventeenth-
century Spain and the New World. They equally offer modern
readers a glimpse into the past and a perspective on the cultures
that produced them. To attain a sense of the past, and to achieve an
understanding of the setting where competing imperial ideologies
operated, a discussion of exactly what defines and comprises imperi-
alism and how Spain historically understood its empire and imperial
mission is in order. In a broad sense, Charles Reynolds describes
“imperialism” as a “relationship of dominion–whether explicit, in
the form of a political sovereignty asserted by force over subject
peoples independent of their will or consent, or implicit, as a sys-
tem of constraint and control exercised over peoples and territories,
independent of their political organization, and directing their ac-
tivities to the satisfaction of needs and interests themselves generat-
ed by the system” (1). Reynolds’s definition views control and con-
straint at the heart of imperialist endeavors. Similarly, Geoffrey
Parker holds that empire no doubt means the removal of freedoms
from subjugated groups and the imposition of power by the domi-
nant authority (Geopolitics 5). This definition suggests the use 
of force, normally via warfare or conquest, concepts similar to 
Althusser’s Repressive State Apparatuses. Nevertheless, as Jonathan
Hart maintains, for Spain, “conquest was central but should not be
isolated or overemphasized because other aspects contributed to
that model” (Comparing 90). The construction of empire in Eu-
rope, therefore, not only includes political and military aggression,
but it also features monarchical alliances, commercial expansion, le-
gal control and rhetoric, the de-facto methods of geopolitical em-
pire building starting with Spain and continuing with France and
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England. The multiple related meanings of “imperium” highlight
internal control and external expansion, a dual challenge Spain first
adopted and its European competitors emulated. Michael W. Doyle
notes that military and economic factors are significant contributors
to shaping imperialism as are political, social, and cultural ones:
“When these forces and institutions actually connect the societies
of the metropoles with the societies of the periphery, they generate
opportunities and incentives for domination by the metropole as
well as vulnerabilities to conquest and incentives for collaboration
in the periphery” (20). Hence, it remains possible to speak of a
Spanish “model” of empire based on political, religious, economic,
and legal advancements, which were concretized in cultural arti-
facts, all of which were later emulated by the Dutch, the Por-
tuguese, the French and the English. 15 Even as these countries
spent the greater part of two centuries criticizing Spain’s “model”
of imperialism, they paradoxically also acknowledged its success
and conceded the value in copying it. Imitation is, at a minimum,
one clear indication of some recognized accomplishment. 
In the early modern context, “imperialism” often referred to
territorial and legal formations held together by political, religious,
and military structures (Rajan and Sauer 3). Following this descrip-
tion, empire could be sustained and expanded through legal
means, dynastic succession, or peace treaties, for example. There is
little doubt that the Spanish empire was based upon some sort of
military conquest, but its similar reliance on legal and commercial
endeavors as well as dynastic alliances also was paramount. More-
over, as Kamen has convincingly argued, Spain’s economic and po-
litical dependence on its allies in Europe such as bankers in Italy
or Flanders, shipbuilders in Portugal or Venice, soldiers from Ger-
many or Austria, or even laborers from France made successful im-
perial endeavors possible; the conquest of Inca and Aztec civiliza-
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of this study, although peripheral comments regarding these other early modern
powers appear throughout. For a comparativist approach see Fernand Braudel’s
The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World, The Atlantic World, edited by
Douglas Egerton, Alison Games, Jane Landers, Kris Lane and Donald Wright, 
Elliott’s Empires of the Atlantic World, Hart’s Comparing Empire and Contesting
Empire, Muldoon’s Empire and Order: the Concept of Empire, 800-1800, Anthony
Pagden’s Lords of All the World, and Balachandra Rajan and Elizabeth Sauer’s Im-
perialisms: Historical and Literary Investigations.
tions never could have happened without the assistance of rival In-
dian tribes.16
The study of empire during the period as it pertains to Spain is
best approached keeping in mind the Latin concept imperium, the
Roman term that signifies the state’s executive authority to rule over
the subjects of its native metropolis as well as to extend control to
outlying provinces (i.e., sovereignty). In general, imperium referred
to Western Christian empires whereas other, more distinct terms
(“Sultinate” in the Ottoman Empire, “Incanate” in the Incan, etc.)
are more appropriate for specific non-Christian or Western empires
(Greer, Mignolo, and Quilligan 23). Hence, in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries the meaning of “empire” was very fluid, pro-
viding ample scope for writers to use it as they saw fit (Muldoon,
Empire 20).17 A “Spanish Empire,” as it were, did not really exist at
all; Spain did not call itself an “empire,” preferring instead to speak
of “Las Españas” or the kingdoms of Spain. Even as Charles V was
elected Holy Roman Emperor (a designation that brought valuable
European territories under his control) and his son, Philip II, ex-
tended Spanish authority across the globe, the Spanish kingdom
frequently defined itself as a “monarquía universal,” rather than an
“empire.”18 After all, while European adversaries often worried
about Spain’s imperialist endeavors, “no Castilian king really enter-
tained the illusion that he might make himself master of the entire
world” (Pagden, “Heeding” 317). Thus, while I use the terms “em-
pire,” “emperor,” or “imperial” to describe Spain’s universal mo-
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16 See Kamen’s Empire: How Spain Became a World Power 1492-1763 and his arti-
cle response to critics of this book, “Depriving the Spaniards of Their Empire.” In
Seven Myths of the Conquest, Matthew Restall deconstructs the myth that the
Spaniards alone conquered Mesoamerican civilizations. See especially Chapter Three.
17 James Muldoon’s Empire and Order: the Concept of Empire, 800-1800 does a
thorough and excellent job of describing the meaning and applicability of the vari-
ous terms corresponding to “empire” from the Middle Ages through the nineteenth
century as well as how the Spanish and English intellectuals discussed the legal and
constitutional validity of the terms in reference to their rulers.
18 Covarrubias defines “monarca” as “El señor absoluto y príncipe solo, sin re-
conocimiento a otro, antes todos se le tienen a él” (811). But, “emperador” is defi-
ned the same as Captain General, “Antiguamente fué lo mesmo que capitán gene-
ral,” and “los que presidían y mandavan en qualquier exército” (508). “Imperio” is
described as “El mando y señorío” (733). Without a doubt, Monarchy best defined
Spain’s imperialism during this time. “Universal monarchy” held the potential for
the ending of the world’s problems under one ruler, the monarca universal, the lord
of the world.
narchy, sixteenth and seventeenth-century Spanish intellectuals
would not have used those same descriptors, although discussion of
the term’s various meanings was frequent since the Middle Ages. 
In truth, with the exception of Charles I who was named Holy Ro-
man Emperor, early modern Spanish legal and constitutional
thought did not use these terms. On the other hand, such terms
were quite handy for writers and artists who sometimes worked to
propagate an imperial vision for Spain. Today, historians looking
back generally agree that Spain enjoyed the first oceanic empire,
the most powerful and longest surviving dominion in European his-
tory, and view Spain as a natural heir to the Romans–the model for
all early modern conceptions of empire.19
In Empires and Order: The Concept of Empire, 800-1800, James
Muldoon explains that early modern thinkers wrote volumes defin-
ing a narrowly-conceived concept called the state, but imperial gov-
ernment, nonetheless, persisted up through the nineteenth century:
In a general sense, the problem of state-formation within Europe
developed parallel to the formation of European overseas em-
pires. The history of political thought and practice was thus not
a linear movement from universalism to particularity, from
Christendom and empire to the state, a movement whose divid-
ing line came at some point in the fifteenth or sixteenth century.
Instead, the history of political thought from the Middle Ages
through the eighteenth century was the story of two forms of
government, the state and the empire, in tension. (8) 
State formation was especially difficult in Spain due to the very
things that made it an empire. First, the complex interconnected-
ness of its various autonomous kingdoms complicated the notion
of “Spain” as a modern state just as it did in England and Italy.
Second, the amalgamation of separate kingdoms around the world
(especially in the Americas) could not easily be brought into any
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derides modern historians and writers (Spanish and others) for the disconnect be-
tween the underlying reality of Spain’s empire and how they portray it: “It remains
acceptable in Spain to analyze the theory of empire. But any attempt at questioning
its structure, or the way in which it came to be, is met with open hostility by the tra-
dition that still controls the memory of Spain’s collective past. This ideological
struggle has its roots in the nineteenth century but lamentably is still very much
alive” (241).
organizational or managerial structure resembling the modern
state. The latter was due to problems of various languages, multi-
ple races and native affiliations, the nonexistence of any single re-
ligion (Christian or otherwise), a lack of an effective legal frame-
work similar to any that existed in the peninsula or the rest of
Europe, not to mention the enormous physical separation and
time differences between Europe and the rest of the globe, and an
enormous and expanding bureaucracy. In fact, Muldoon specifies
that the modern state featured fixed, contiguous territory, com-
mon law and languages, a state religion, a distinct government
structure as well as a homogeneous population who identify them-
selves with a single heritage (1-7). With the 1492 publication of
Nebrija’s Gramática de la lengua castellana, which coincided with
the peninsula’s political and geographic unification under Isabel
and Ferdinand, the state was armed with a single unifying lan-
guage, castellano, which had been systematized in Nebrija’s publi-
cation, and his declaration that “siempre la lengua fue compañera
del imperio.”
Notwithstanding this important unifying element, sixteenth and
seventeenth-century Spain certainly did not fit the characterization
advanced by Muldoon. Instead, Spain collected territories, called
them kingdoms, but did not provide a worthy apparatus to inte-
grate new citizens into the majority, basically keeping them as out-
siders. This was an especially acute problem in the New World
lands where the original Spanish conquistadors’ descendants, the
criollos, harbored many of the same entrepreneurial desires as their
grandfathers. Maintaining order in the New World required the
criollos’ support of religious, legal, or economic endeavors. How-
ever, during most of the colonial period, the state treated them basi-
cally as second-class citizens, positioned only slightly above the In-
dians and black slaves, and they were normally excluded from
government positions. Such royal policies may have staved off im-
perial disintegration but ultimately sparked revolts and the forma-
tion and independence of several new countries in the nineteenth
century.
Instead, we must keep in mind that imperialism in the early
modern period harkened back to the medieval concept espoused by
the Holy Roman Empire, itself dating to Charlemagne’s coronation
in 800, which merged papal and non-papal support into one overar-
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ching figure. Hence, “empire” referred to the Holy Roman Empire
and its policy to “define territorial sovereignty within individual na-
tion-states” (Pagden, “New Clothes” 39). Roman law, Roman histo-
ry, and Roman actions were often utilized as validation for Spanish
imperialism. In the Spanish model, Rome’s mythic enterprise was
central to Spain’s construction and vision of self. This construct in-
cluded territorial aggression, universal law, and–despite the difficul-
ty in implementing it–a single religion, at least in official matters.
The notion of a Spanish empire, like that of the Roman Empire be-
fore it, depended a great deal on bringing together colonial territo-
ries to foster some sort of administrative structure. Hence, the
geopolitical focal point of empire and of this study is also signifi-
cant. “Geopolitical” here refers to the physical geographic expan-
sion of imperial lands and demographic increases due to those en-
largements, which are then controlled by a political authority, the
imperial monarchy. 
Historically, Aragon successfully brought lands in southern Italy
under its control in the fifteenth century. But, the beginning of a co-
hesive and enlarged Spanish geopolitical empire can be traced to
the year 1492, the final year of the Reconquest that saw the down-
fall in Granada of the last Moorish stronghold in Spain and Eu-
rope, as well as Columbus’s first of four voyages to the New World.
With the fall of Granada, Spain retook Arab lands while the acqui-
sition of territories in the New World transformed Spain from colo-
nized to colonizer. Still, it was not until 1516 that Spain’s empire
truly began to take geopolitical form. In that year, the Catholic
Monarch’s grandson, Charles of Ghent (1516-1555), a fifteen-year-
old who was brought up in Flanders, inherited the Spanish king-
doms. In 1517 Charles made his trip to Spain from Northern Eu-
rope to collect the new inheritances: Castile, Leon, Aragon,
Navarre, Catalonia and Va-lencia, Naples, Milan, Sicily, colonies in
the North of Africa, and the ever-expanding territories in the New
World. Almost overnight, Charles became Europe’s most powerful
king. Imperial aspirations were enhanced with his election in 1519
as the Holy Roman Emperor following the succession of his grand-
father, the Emperor Maximilian. The Netherlands, Germany, Aus-
tria, and surrounding lands were added to his possessions. Writers,
philosophers, and court officials generally attributed Charles’s em-
pire neither to conquest, nor to overt military might but rather to
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rightful dynastic succession and his quasi-democratic election as
Emperor.20 Charles’s world became known for the two Pillars of
Hercules, an emblem representing the points where the Mediter-
ranean meets the Atlantic, accompanied by the maxim Plus Ultra,
“more beyond,” implying unlimited possibilities beyond Europe’s
traditional sphere of influence in Europe–e.g., in the Mediterranean
World. The use of visual arts in the construction of implicit propa-
ganda such as Charles’s Pillars of Hercules leads to a “corporate
identity” that people around the world come to recognize (Thomp-
son 14). The conquistador Cortés was one of the first to insist on
Charles’s natural right to a global empire going as far as claiming
that the Aztec ruler Moctezuma recognized Charles as his sovereign
and central Mexico as the kingdom of Spain’s property, despite the
fact that the Aztec leader did not really know who the Emperor was
or where Spain was located.21 In fact, courting favor, Cortés explic-
itly used the term “emperor” when he stated that the lands gained
for Charles are “so many and of such a kind that one might call
oneself emperor of this kingdom with no less glory than that of
Germany which Your Majesty already possesses” (48). 
At the time of King Charles’s retirement in 1556, he had spent
much of his adult life on the battlefield and had mastered his world
with possession of a coveted empire. The new king, Prince Philip II
(1555-1598), was born and raised in Castile and worked by his fa-
ther’s side, but his own inheritances did not include the Holy Ro-
man Empire, which passed to Charles’s brother, Ferdinand. For his
part, Philip maintained that his mission was to define imperial bor-
ders and protect possessions, not to seek new ones. These thoughts
would have come as a surprise to most Spaniards who, after
Charles’s reign, believed the monarchy would just continue build-
ing upon its universal empire. Nowhere is this more evident than in
Spanish Captain Bernardo de Vargas Machuca’s Milicia y descrip-
ción de las Indias (1599) that depicts Philip II with a globe and
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20 Writing on behalf of Charles V, then Philip II, Florián de Ocampo (Primera
crónica general de España, que mandó componer el rey Alonso vista enmendada por
Florián de Ocampo) and Ambrosio de Morales (Corónica general de España), ig-
nored the traditional legend of the founding of Rome in 753 BC by Romulus and at-
tributed it instead to ancient Spanish kings suggesting that even the Roman empire
was Spanish in origin.
21 See Chapter Two of Glen Carman’s Rhetorical Conquests: Cortés, Gómara,
and Renaissance Imperialism.
compass and declaring “A la Espada y el compas. Mas y mas y mas
y mas.”22 Similarly, at the El Escorial palace, the king ordered the
throne room decorated with maps of his realms from Abraham Or-
telius’s Theatrum orbis terrarium, a blatant declaration about the ge-
ographic extent of his empire. Nonetheless, Philip unsuccessfully
pursued the throne of France upon the murder of Henry III, an-
nexed Portugal (1580) and its own colonies in Africa, Asia, the
Americas, and the Philippines (1581), but these acts only made Eu-
ropean dynasties more suspicious of Spain’s imperial aspirations.
Philip’s world could truly be said to be first where the “sun never
set,” according to the Italian poet Torquato Tasso. In fact, the glob-
al Spanish monarchy, justified by the sword, the word, and the
Church, stretched from Europe to Africa to Goa and Malacca, then
to Macao and the Philippines, the Americas and back to Spain, a
true circumnavigation of the earth. Hence, with savvy marketing,
under Charles and Philip II, the Spanish empire was constructed
more from the outside in than from the inside out. Indeed, while
the empire attempted to come to terms with its burgeoning power
by defining its peripheral control, it paid less attention to the ways
that the periphery defined the center. Therefore, Spain’s empire 
was not a homogeneous entity with separate parts acting in harmony
but rather a moving, changing heterogeneous apparatus that exhib-
ited stark patterns of contrast because it had difficulty integrating
cohesive state policies and structures. In short, the Spanish colonies
eventually came to exert greater affect on the imperial center than
the monarchy would have liked, a point demonstrated time and
again in this study.
Financing an empire can be as difficult as constructing and ad-
ministering one. In Contesting Empires, Jonathan Hart writes that
post feudal era empires are sometimes driven by rising capitalism
within the empire and a need to seek out new markets abroad as
well as simple greed to exploit its own resources in an attempt to
survive and flourish (12). Similarly, Anthony Pagden reminds us
that conquest admittedly played a role in the imperial affairs of
Spain as the crown actively sought an alternative description of its
imperial manifestation and found it in a move from conquest to
commerce (“New Clothes” 40). Mercantilism and collusion between
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trade and imperialism was especially acute in early modern Spain.
The fabulous riches returning from the New World and a well-con-
structed manufacturing sector in Castile led to market protection-
ism backed by military force (Bauer, Cultural 22). The silver export-
ed to Spain from the New World underwrote further armed
conquest and most economic activity both in Spain and its colonies
but at great long-term cost for the empire (Restall 23). As Earl 
J. Hamilton’s seminal treatise American Treasure and the Price Revo-
lution in Spain, 1501-1650 makes clear, the precious metals coming
from the New World increased annual inflation and the cost of pro-
duction of nearly all goods made in the peninsula–especially food-
stuffs. Foreign manufacturers began to dump goods in the Spanish
market to take advantage of rising prices at the same time that
emerging markets in the New World dried up as settlers began to
produce their own essentials or purchased cheaper pirated goods.
Moreover, the riches from the silver trade were supposed to help im-
prove a society that began moving to the verge of economic col-
lapse, a society where the pícaro came to be not just a literary figure
but also an actual fixture in city streets.23 Instead, earnings were al-
ready earmarked for military endeavors. John Lynch notes that
Charles V accumulated an enormous deficit and a deadly reliance
on foreign bankers such that incoming silver from the New World
did not reduce tax dependency on Castile and state revenue was
promised as much as four years into the future (Spain 1: 61-63).
Moreover, by the end of Philip II’s reign, expenses related to war
absorbed 84 percent of Castilian revenue, and government debt
was eight times higher than income (Kamen, “Vicissitudes” 158),
and this was how it was to be for another century. Indeed, Spain’s
foreign debt skyrocketed, and the royal treasury went bankrupt in
1596, 1607, 1627, 1647, and 1653. Charles V borrowed at rates as
high as 43% (Lynch, Spain 1: 62) leaving Prince Philip II awash in
debts from which he would never recover. Viewed today as Spain’s
greatest “emperor,” Charles V’s risky fiscal policies and constant
warfare, later emulated by his own son, cost Spain dearly. It was a
remarkable paradox that Spain, the single largest and most success-
ful empire in the world, was in such constant economic peril. As a
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en los siglos XVI y XVII y la novela picaresca” and Antonio Maravall’s La novela pica-
resca desde la historia social.
result, Spain squandered its vast resources as it attempted to ex-
pand and protect its markets through military force, while continu-
ing to project power long after it had begun to diminish. 
The empire’s economic fortunes partly rose then fell with its de-
cision to favor wool manufacture at the cost of agricultural produc-
tion, a fact often overlooked in many economic histories. A chief
economic activity in the entire Iberian Peninsula since the thir-
teenth century was the raising of merino sheep for the export of
their fine wool. The profits garnered from the profitable wool trade
led the government to establish the Consejo de la Mesta, a powerful
guild designed to defend and advance sheepherders’ rights to land
use, to lobby the cortes and the crown, and to strengthen their posi-
tion in the world wool trade. The Mesta acquired incomparable po-
litical, legal, and economic advantages over farmers, and its trade
was viewed as a fortuitous source of revenue in the midst of con-
stant financial peril. In truth, with the eventual decline in silver pro-
duction, the funding needed to operate such a large international
empire required the considerable profits that such industries as the
wool trade could generate.24 However, population growth required
increased food production, both of which went unsatisfied because
of a declining farming sector. The socioeconomic problems related
to Spain’s agricultural and economic policies are analyzed more in
depth in the first chapter. Lope’s portrayal of the 1476 collective re-
bellion that culminated in the murder of Fernán Gómez de
Guzmán, the village overlord, may have been loosely based on the
contradictory historical accounts of Rades y Andrada (Crónica de
las tres Órdenes y Caballerías [1572]) and Alfonso de Palencia
(Crónica de Enrique IV [1477]), but a great deal of the action also
hinges upon important issues related to early modern agrarian land
use and economics. In particular, I resituate Fuenteovejuna within
the economic and political climate of early seventeenth-century
Spain and show how many notorious agrarian dilemmas known to
exist during Lope’s time appear in the play as references to farming,
shepherding, crop production, grain storage, depopulation and
famine. These references have seldom been examined, nor has their
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role in the town’s insurrection been elucidated. Such a recontextu-
alization also illustrates how these allusions are relevant to Lope’s
epoch more than to the time of the dramatic action, 1476. I view
the Comendador’s murder as a symbolic resolution of early seven-
teenth-century agrarian problems that Lope carefully wove into the
play’s main actions.
While Charles I and Philip II were masterful administrators and
skilled diplomats, Philip III and Philip IV were neither. The latter
were unwilling or unable to adjust royal policy to come to terms
with their declining resources. Spain’s experience was not unique;
many Western European societies experienced similar economic
and social problems (Kagan and Parker 15). When Philip III came
to the throne in 1598, he still controlled the most powerful empire
in the world. Nonetheless, his country’s economic stagnation had
been set in motion many decades before, and the king was largely
viewed as unresponsive to these problems. Instead, both Philip III’s
and Philip IV’s reigns are known for their government by the court
valido or favorito, a title given to the king’s chief minister. It may
have seemed a good idea for the king to appoint a chief minister to
take up the duties of running such a sprawling and complex em-
pire, but the ruling elite would have preferred that such direction
come from the king himself. Government by a sole appointed pow-
erful figure yielded multifarious problems. The Duke of Lerma,
Philip III’s chief minister, for example, seemed more interested in
granting himself titles and additional lands and riches, than actually
running the government. Under Lerma, corruption in the court was
rampant, and the Duke sold off valuable offices to his most fervent
supporters. In one spectacular case, Don Rodrigo Calderón, a
staunch Lerma supporter and fellow market manipulator, was
named Count of Oliva, Comendador of Ocaña, and Secretary of the
Royal Chamber. Calderón was symbolic of Spain’s ruling class who
became famous for their disdain of not only manual labor, but any
labor, and instead hatched devious plans to avoid taxation or royal
duty through participating in the state’s imprudent sale of public
offices. With Lerma’s fall, Calderón was charged with a variety of
offenses including murder and embezzlement. He was found guilty
and ordered beheaded in the Plaza Mayor on October 21, 1621 as a
symbol of Philip IV’s promised regeneration, though his death was
widely criticized and Calderón became a symbol for a new sort of
purging of anyone not favorable to Philip IV’s monarchy. With cas-
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es pending against other Lerma supporters, it became clear that one
of Spain’s contributions to modern-day government was the grant-
ing of positions based on personal connections rather than knowl-
edge, preparation, work ethic, or education. Each of these prob-
lems was somewhat alleviated for a short time under the
Count-Duke of Olivares, Philip IV’s favorite. Olivares was an inces-
sant worker and governor who used his powerful position to push
several economic and political reform measures through the courts
in an attempt at preventing any dissolution of the Spanish empire.
Notwithstanding his best intentions, Olivares was entirely too
threatening to most nobles because they disliked his heavy-handed-
ness and grew tired of being constantly asked to give up more than
their fair share. 
Ruiz de Alarcón observed this situation and was well versed on
the political and legal ramifications of the court favorite. The play-
wright was born in Mexico, and studied classical legal philosophy
at the University of Salamanca. Although a man with his impecca-
ble legal education normally would enjoy a variety of employment
opportunities, Ruiz de Alarcón was constantly denied government
positions until he was able to leverage his meager family connec-
tions to secure employment in both the Mexican and Spanish legal
systems. Like other playwrights of the day such as Lope, Tirso, or
Calderón, law formed the basis for not just good government, but
good plays. The early modern period was a hotbed of philosophical
activity where writers and reformers attempted to point out Spain’s
ills and offer their own preferred solutions. Recently, sophisticated
new studies on legal culture in colonial settings have been pub-
lished within the field of history of law indicating a renewed inter-
est in the legal administration of empire.25 These studies have often
focused on how law forms part of the origins of national culture
and how legal processes contribute to imperial formations. Chapter
Two discusses the role of the law in Ruiz de Alarcón’s play with spe-
cial reference to the rightful and proper role of the court favorite in
the wake of the Lerma departure and arrival of Olivares. The
source material for the play was Lycurgus, the legendary classical
legislator and statesman from Plutarch’s Lives, but significant issues
related to early modern Spanish and New World jurisprudence
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25 See Mary S. Bilder’s The Transatlantic Constitution: Colonial Legal Culture
and the Empire.
forms the play’s central argument. Upon close examination of El
dueño de las estrellas, it becomes apparent that Licurgo’s magnani-
mous behavior and his establishment of equitable laws were meant
as a propitious model for Olivares. In fact, several laws Licurgo
proclaims in the play are actually based upon writs from the 1620s
by various government reform bodies and arbitrista writers that
were then taken up by the Count-Duke. El dueño de las estrellas
emerges as a construct that symbolically resolves political and legal
problems plaguing Spain and the New World, issues that Ruiz de
Alarcón worked on daily as a legal administrator for the crown. The
play, then, is not just a conversation on the importance of law for
imperial administration, but how just and prudent decisions can
benefit society and reform the monarchy if the king and his valido
exercise power morally and effectively.
Writings by Ruiz de Alarcón and others, however, held only the-
oretical implications for improving Spanish society. Real action usu-
ally required armed conflict. In the aftermath of the revolts of Por-
tugal, Catalonia, Naples, and Sicily, in the 1640’s the monarchy
found itself on the defensive across its empire. Catalonia was recon-
quered by Spanish troops (1652), but the Dutch territories, the
quintessential treasure of Spain’s European empire, gained full in-
dependence in 1648 under the terms of the Peace of Westphalia. At
the same time, Spain became embroiled in several wars with France
that only ended with a relatively costly peace treaty in 1659 sealed
by the marriage of Philip IV’s beloved daughter, María Teresa, to
archrival nephew, King Louis XIV of France. It could be said that
the Paz de los Pirineos, as it was called, marked imperial divestment
since some of the most precious territories in the Netherlands,
France, Italy, and colonies in Africa were all lost. Within this con-
text, the monarchy commissioned Calderón to write La púrpura de
la rosa (1659-1660). The third chapter features an exploration of
Calderón’s opera as a cultural and political spectacle, which was
motivated by problems of public reception. In my view, the opera
was a public manifestation initiated as state propaganda and
rhetoric to convince spectators to embrace the 1659-1660 Peace of
the Pyrenees’ terms, including the marriage agreement. Calderón
was a clear theatrical innovator, and he chose opera as a new medi-
um to explore aesthetics and to overtly promote the royal imperial
agenda. Louise Stein believes operatic production in the seven-
teenth and early eighteenth centuries had clear political implica-
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tions: “(...) these operas were composed and produced in circum-
stances that transcended those surrounding other court entertain-
ments, such that the choice of genre was made for extraordinary,
political reasons” (“Opera” 130). Opera was a particularly good
means to disseminate ideology by featuring innovative storylines,
sophisticated staging, elaborate costumes, and music, dance and
song–in short, opera captivated the senses. Calderón’s work, then,
operates as an ideological tool supported by the state to shape pub-
lic opinion. Passed down to us today, the opera is likewise an inti-
mate portrait of key political moments in Spain’s history and more-
over demonstrates how aesthetic propaganda was used as an
effective device of control to preserve or strengthen the empire.
Despite the unfortunate circumstances for Spain surrounding
the Peace of the Pyrenees, rhetorically–and, in many ways, militari-
ly–Spain still considered itself an empire; that fact did not change
until after 1898. In truth, regardless of French and British writings
to the contrary, Spain remained a power in America and Asia long
after its decline in Europe (Subrahmanyam 70). Nonetheless, eco-
nomic decadence certainly had begun to set in, and Spain tried in
vain to stave off a retreat from empire while maintaining its reputa-
tion. Paradoxically, while Spain’s economic and military might were
presented with formidable challenges, its cultural strength flour-
ished as in no other time before or since. Indeed, as evidenced by
such great writers as Lope, Tirso, Calderón, Cervantes, Quevedo, or
Góngora, or artists like El Greco, Velázquez, and Murillo, among
countless others, Spain’s Golden Age saw a flowering of art and ar-
chitecture, literature, and music that few countries would ever wit-
ness. The Habsburg kings were partly responsible. As patrons of the
arts, Philip III and Philip IV bankrolled many artists and events,
provided venues, and nourished a general creative ambiance in the
peninsula. At the same time, writers such as Lope and Ruiz de Alar-
cón benefited from a private, popular theatrical system whereby
writers could generate revenue or supplement their incomes from
ticket sales charged to theatergoers. In many ways, culture was be-
coming corporate despite decreasing incomes. Propaganda in aes-
thetic form was one effective mode for the Spanish monarchy to
centralize power in Europe and the New World and show that sup-
porting the arts was good for its reputation. 
Another way to consolidate authority was through religion,
whether by peaceful evangelization or crusading militancy. From
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Charles I on, Spain saw itself as Europe’s legal and religious author-
ity, a strategy also used by England. Catholicism provided an ideo-
logical philosophy enforced by state authority giving the Catholic
Church legitimacy and the monarchy a holy mission. After all,
Charles was the last to be named Emperor by the Pope himself,
suggesting that the papacy saw the empire as an office within the
Church (Muldoon, Empire 142). As Holy Roman Emperor, Charles
claimed title to not only land but also an entire imperial spirit
shaped by historical ties to the Roman Empire and validated by
Vatican authority. To understand the greatness to which Spain as-
pired, consider Titian’s portrait of Charles at the Battle of Mühlberg
(1547). In the painting, Titian depicts the victorious monarch as a
pacifier proudly strutting after a victorious battle, a symbol of
Spain’s military might as well as the Catholic faith’s allegorical keep-
er. For many, Europe was being attacked from two religious fronts:
by the Ottoman Muslims in the Mediterranean and the Protestants
in Europe initiated by Martin Luther’s challenge to the Pope in
1517. For a time, Spanish military action was viewed as a means to
suppress both and, in the process, helped to uphold Spain’s legiti-
macy with its allies and rivals. Whereas being victorious in battle
may secure or consolidate physical occupation, as Kamen points
out, a battle is “an expression of power, and the outcome of battles
defines the power situation, for empires are about power and noth-
ing else” (“Depriving” 245). Charles’s military victory at Mühlberg
over the German Protestant princes confirmed the empire’s might
within Europe, and Philip II’s triumph over the Turks at the Battle
of Lepanto (1571) consolidated Spain’s power across the Mediter-
ranean.
Notwithstanding Spain’s frequent military successes, as demon-
strated in Titian’s painting or in Hernando de Acuña’s Soneto al Rey
nuestro Señor, the monarchy’s empire was more an ideological one
that benefitted from artists and writers (Muldoon, Empire 117)
than a real one based on a true imperial infrastructure that bound
the various kingdoms together through a unified system of gover-
nance, law, commerce, and social expectations. Indeed, in his Lords
of All the World, Pagden notes that court historians and cosmogra-
phers (and, in my view, dramatists, too) worked to create an “impe-
rial imagination” by which Spain systematically compared itself to
the greatest of early empires–Rome–in order to legitimize its do-
minion over other lands such as the recently-discovered territories
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in the New World (32). The political beginnings for this dominion
began under Ferdinand and Isabel, when the Vatican gave Spain
the authority to control the church in the New World by naming
officials to ecclesiastical offices at all levels and even the right to ve-
to papal decisions when they pertained to the New World (Ba-
kewell, “Conquest” 301). In essence, such power made the Catholic
Church in the Americas an offshoot of the Spanish monarchy, and
Spain further developed this powerful association by making evan-
gelization a principal strategy in its empire building. The Spanish
monarchy strongly believed in providence, the fall of Granada more
or less confirmed that. Hence, it believed Spain was divinely or-
dained to carry on the Church’s mission, a calling equally legitimat-
ed as the legitimate heirs of the Romans. Religious zeal was bound
up in a crusading-conquesting spirit representative of what Hart
has called “God and gold,” the clash between religious and com-
mercial interests that led to widespread abuses by the Spaniards in
the process of evangelization (Contesting 15).26 Even Bernal Díaz
del Castillo, Cortés’s foot soldier, summarized the Spaniards’ inten-
tion to act “in the service of God and of His Majesty, and to give
light to those who sat in darkness–and also to acquire that wealth
which most men covet” (9). This widely shared attitude spawned
the perpetuation of the brutal colonization and evangelization tech-
niques and the carnage of what would later be called the Leyenda
negra, the Black Legend.27 The widespread atrocities committed
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26 Philip II defined action in the New World as “pacification” instead of “con-
quest” and the monarchy saw the “civilizing” of the native populations as a Christ-
ian mission that had deep resonance with the prevailing social belief that just as the
Roman Empire brought civility to its conquered people, the Spanish brought Chris-
tianity to the New World (Pagden, Lords 40-44). Pagden writes that Spanish justifi-
cation for the conquest was based upon Roman legal theory of dominium (self-de-
termination or natural rights) and Roman common law, and Sepúlveda was among
the strongest advocates for using dominium as a defense of the encomiendas (Lords
19-28). In 1573 the Council of the Indies explicitly ruled that discoveries were not
to be labeled conquests. Ralph Bauer, recalling Todorov, informs us that it is not
that the action of conquest was to be banned but rather the use of the linguistic
term (45).
27 For current inquiries into and assessments of the Black Legend, see Reread-
ing the Black Legend: The Discourses of Religious and Racial Difference in the Re-
naissance Empires, edited by Margaret Greer, Walter Mignolo, and Maureen Quilli-
gan. The specific term “Black Legend” was invented in 1912 by Julián Juderías, a
Spanish journalist, protesting the characterization of Spain by other Europeans as a
“backward country of ignorance, superstition, and religious fanaticism that was un-
able to become a modern nation” (1). The term and its perpetuation today incor-
rectly claimed to highlight a violent strategy of conquest unique to Spain, although
against the New World Indian populations and later against im-
ported slaves from Africa, was one of many rallying points for rivals
England and France against Spain’s imperialist intentions. The dec-
imation of entire peoples from genocide, war, hunger, dislocation,
disease, and plain fatigue were part of Spain’s imperial design
whether commercial, religious, or political–and whether Spain
wanted it that way.28 Though certainly not a neutral observer, the
Dominican priest and Bishop of Chiapas, Bartolomé de las Casas,
for instance, wrote extensively about mass killings, rape, entire
towns being razed, robbery of property, exploitation of mines and
farmlands, and the general extermination of indigenous peoples,
much of which took place as part of the crown’s sanctioned en-
comienda system.29 Las Casas’s entire opus was executed within
what Mary Louise Pratt has called “contact zones,” “social spaces
where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other,
often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordi-
nation...” (4).30 In this unbalanced relationship, the powerful en-
comenderos conveniently claimed that they were “protecting” the
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it has been widely shown that the French, English, Dutch, and Portuguese used the
same tactics. For poignant examples of European rhetoric against Spain’s empire,
see Irene Silverblatt’s “The Black Legend and Global Conspiracies: Spain, the In-
quisiton and the Modern World,” Edmund Campos’s “West of Eden: American
Gold, Spanish Greed, and the Discourses of English Imperialism,” and Patricia
Gravatt’s “Rereading Theodore de Bry’s Black Legend.”
28 See Henry Kamen’s discussion on Spanish atrocities including infectious dis-
ease, slavery and physical cruelty in Empire: How Spain Became a World Power,
1942-1763 (125-29).
29 To ensure permanent settlement in the New World and to solidify their posi-
tion against encroaching European powers, the Spanish government originally
granted petitioning conquistadors the right to a commodity they did not have in the
peninsula–land. The land holdings, called encomiendas, were forcibly staffed with
Indian labor. The monarchy hoped the encomiendas would produce enough profit
for the encomenderos to stay, and generate revenues for the crown. The plan was so
successful that the encomenderos continued to petition the crown for more and
more land, and with it, more and more Indian slaves.
30 During almost all his entire life Las Casas was dedicated to finding a legal
means for the humane treatment for the Indians. His thoughts, spelled out in sever-
al studies, found its most significant conclusions in his Brevisima relación de la 
destrucción de Las Indias (1552). European rivals seized on Las Casas’s arguments,
contributing to the overall strategy of contesting Spanish imperial power in the
Americas. As Greer, Mignolo and Quilligan point out, in branding the Spaniards as
barbarians, these same rivals conveniently ignored the fact that Las Casas was both
a Spaniard and a Catholic who believed that Spanish policy could be reformed
from within–the real barbarians in the Christian sense were elsewhere (14).
subjected Indians in exchange for having to defend them, govern
them, and instruct them in the Christian faith. Regardless, some na-
tive populations disappeared completely during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries; others were decimated by as much as 90 per-
cent. The true death toll will never be known. 
The dominant legacy of Spain’s divine role as Catholicism’s de-
fenders–particularly as it related to its strategies in the New
World–forms the basis for the final imperial mode discussed here.
Chapter Four explores two key issues related to Spain’s religious
ideology in the New World. First, in the loa to El divino Narciso,
Sor Juana demonstrates her opposition to Spanish force in its evan-
gelization of the Indians, seeing such tactics instead as another form
of unwarranted Reconquest. The loa thus criticizes Spain’s empire
by carefully advocating for mutual understanding about Mesoamer-
ican and Catholic religious practices. In Sor Juana’s view, Aztec and
Catholic religions are quite analogous, and the Indians–as well as
her intended Madrid audience–need only be educated about their
similarities. Such a unique conciliatory characterization of Mesoa-
merica allowed the dramatist to argue that the Aztecs can be peace-
fully converted through instruction, not force. Second, like most
autos sacramentales, faith in Christ and the Eucharist celebration
comes about through an allegorical story. As its title specifies, El di-
vino Narciso portrays the story of Christ by overlaying Ovid’s classi-
cal myth of Narcissus, yielding an allegorical depiction that defends
the Church sacraments. More specifically, Sor Juana interweaves
scholastic philosophy and theology in support of contemporary
Counter Reformation principles that upholds the Eucharist and
Baptism’s supremacy. The combination of pagan source material,
explicit in its depiction (Aztec culture in the loa) or superimposed
over Biblical stores (the myth of Narcissus in the auto), creates a
preferred ideology of Catholic orthodoxy, one that ingeniously ties
ostensibly incongruent pagan subtexts to contemporary Christiani-
ty. As a writer of fiction with a clear religious agenda, staging ortho-
doxy for her Madrid audience was easier if well-known lessons
from the Bible, popular mythological tales from Ovid, or exotic
Aztec culture could be realized. For the most part, Sor Juana’s El
divino Narciso extends the empire’s religious ideology, having as its
goal the depiction of Mesoamerican culture and the propagation of
the Bible and Church teachings. In the end, the dramatized dis-
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course demonstrates how non-Christian texts served orthodoxy in
the hands of this imaginative nun.
What can be gleaned from these chapters is that empire is a
many sided social totality based upon self-aggrandizement and self-
justification as well as on a “desire for profit, a cause of conversion,
a search for markets, a turning from or solution to domestic prob-
lems” (Hart, Contesting 68). Spain defined its empire against the
other: “between colonizer and colonized, Christian and heathen, ra-
tional mind and irrational body, differentiated individuals and ho-
mogeneous collective, civilization and barbarism, master and slave,
superior race and inferior race, and so on” (Cohen, Discourse 267).
These mimetic tensions, positioned within their own time and
place, are artistically brought to the forefront of imperial policy as
the monarchy confronted and contained competing discourses in
order to maintain itself. As Barbara Fuchs shows in Mimesis and
Empire, Spanish empire building in Europe, the Mediterranean, and
the New World was a process marked as much by glory and pride
as by apprehension and anxiety. According to Fuchs, writing from
the conquered lands of the New World, several authors such as El
Inca Garcilaso, Guaman Poma, and Alonso de Ercilla produced ac-
counts that revealed the strong divisions and divergences that actu-
ally existed among the people, both conqueror and conquered.
These authors’ alternate histories contribute to a debate regarding
the legitimacy of imperial aspirations, especially when those aspira-
tions depended largely on religious or racial superiority: “For in-
digenous American authors, as for the Moriscos, imitative strategies
served as a means to write themselves into Spanish debates over re-
ligion, ethnicity, and national identity” (Mimesis 9). Hence, it was a
strange paradoxical belief that Indians and black slaves could be ac-
cepted or integrated into Spanish culture while the Moors or Jews
could not. However, opposing discourses were not just developed
within the New World by Las Casas and these other defenders of
indigenous rights. We must remember that discourses disparaging
Spanish imperialism did not emerge from the New World as much
as from Europe. Eric J. Griffin shows in English Renaissance Drama
and the Specter of Spain that Elizabethan public culture was so de-
cidedly “Hispanophobic” that arguments against Spanish imperial
policy extended to canonical dramas by Marlowe and Shakespeare,
helping to perpetuate the larger European discourse that depicted
the Spaniards as nothing more than cruel, blood thirsty, unforgiving,
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and greedy. In short, discourses against Spanish imperialism came
from within as much as from without, and they helped shape
Spain’s military and religious responses.
Spanish theater worked against such viewpoints and images by
cultivating sentiments of patriotism that are central to the promo-
tion of empire while subtly calling for changes in policies. As an
ideological apparatus, theater carves out a place in the public iden-
tity by representing contemporary concerns about doctrine and
policy, highlighting shifting political patterns, and justifying–for
better or for worse–those patterns. Each subsequent chapter in this
study offers a fuller recontextualization of specific theatrical works
within precise cultural contexts to elucidate the ideological forces
acting upon the writer and the text. In particular, the remaining
chapters focus on the place of drama within defined moments in
history and how aesthetics were put to use for imperial purposes. In
literary interpretation, there exists a certain tension between text
and context. A text does not simply “exist” in history; it becomes
embedded within its context, a remote milieu where political, eco-
nomic, social, and philosophical debates play out, but which in the
absence of contextualization, are generally hidden from our pre-
sent-day perspective. Examined through the imperial lens, Spanish
and New World theater was a byproduct, a symbolic construct, and
a focal point of ideological conflict that hinged upon “un monarca,
un imperio y una espada.”
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